
What is SCOTTeVEST?
A full clothing line for men and women featuring hidden pockets to securely carry and organize your stuff. 

Why Should I Buy SCOTTeVEST? 
Our clothing is a functional and stylish solution for identifying key festival staff. It eliminates juggling multiple items 
and decreases the risk of dropping or losing things, with hidden and protected pockets that keep everything within 
easy reach.  Also, thanks to our Weight Management System, you won't feel sore or weighed-down! 
 
Reward employees, volunteers or event attendees by giving them a ‘thank you’ gift that they’ll use for years to come. 
 
Create an unforgettable advertising specialty item. SCOTTeVEST clothing is an instant conversation starter and is 
often worn every day, whether for travel or just running errands around town. With your event's logo on a 
SCOTTeVEST you'll create a fleet of walking billboards!

How Do I Get Started?

Or, email corp.orders@scottevest.com for group discount levels and additional information. 

Employee/Volunteer Gifts 
Pictured: Poplicus

VIP Gifts 
Pictured: Fear the Walking Dead

Speaker Gifts 
Pictured: TEDMED Speakers

Use IFEA20 for 20% off* individual items!
*Does not apply to Outlet items; only while supplies last



Featured Products

Sterling Jacket for Men and Women
Professionally styled jacket with zip-off sleeves to 
easily convert into a vest. 25 pockets for Men's; 23 
pockets for Women's. $150 MSRP

Lightweight, breathable and comfortable quarter- 
zip pullover with 8 pockets. $75 MSRP

Microfleece Pullover (Unisex)

Pack Jacket (Unisex)
Extremely lightweight windbreaker featuring 13 
pockets, including a back pocket to pack the jacket 
into. $80 MSRP

Featherweight Vest for Men and Women
Lightweight vest featuring 14 pockets. Great for summer 
events or festivals in warmer climates. $140 MSRP

Comfortable and soft quarter-zips made with DuPont™ 
Sorona® fabric. Men's SJ Qzip features 3 pockets; 
Women's Susie Qzip features 2 pockets. $60 MSRP

Susie and SJ Qzip Fleece Jacket 8.0
The ultimate functional fleece. Featuring zip-off 
sleeves to convert into a vest and 21 pockets for all of 
your essentials.  $200 MSRP

Pricing
Receive up to 40% off as determined by product type, order quantity, date, and inventory levels.


